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HOUSTON, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

June 28, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Amera Solutions is honored to

announce its receipt of the esteemed

2024 ASC Innovations Award. This

accolade is awarded annually to

facilities that demonstrate exceptional

innovation in their operations,

contributing significantly to the

advancement of healthcare services.

Amera Solutions has been recognized for its transformative approach to medical transportation

services. 

Emulating the convenience and efficiency of popular ride-sharing models, Amera has developed

Our dedicated team of CNA

drivers is at the heart of our

mission, ensuring safe and

reliable transportation

services for all.”

Dr. Rivers

a pioneering Mobile Application Platform that sets a new

standard for patient transportation. By integrating

advanced technology and the expertise of Certified

Nursing Assistant (CNA) drivers, Amera offers a seamless

and dependable transportation experience that meets the

evolving needs of patients nationwide.

“We are incredibly proud to receive the 2024 ASC

Innovations Award,” said Dr.LuzElena Rivers-Amera’s CEO.

“This recognition is a testament to our commitment to leveraging technology to enhance

healthcare access and improve patient experiences. Our dedicated team of CNA drivers plays a

crucial role in delivering safe and reliable transportation services, and we are excited to continue

expanding our impact.”

The Mobile Application Platform by Amera Solutions empowers patients with an intuitive

interface to book and track their rides, ensuring timely and stress-free access to medical

appointments. The system’s integration of professional CNA drivers guarantees that patients

receive not only transportation but also compassionate care during their journey.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.myamera.com/


The ASC Innovations Award highlights the industry leaders who are pushing the boundaries of

healthcare services through creativity and dedication. Amera Solutions joins a distinguished list

of past recipients who have made significant contributions to the field.

Past ASC Innovations Award Winners:

•  2023: Dallas Endoscopy Center, Susan Cheek

•  2022: Mann Eye Institute

•  2021: North Texas Team Care

•  2020: Memorial Hermann Memorial Village Surgery Center

•  2019: Kelsey-Seybold ASC

Amera Solutions’ innovative model is expected to serve as a blueprint for the future of medical

transportation, promoting greater accessibility and efficiency in the healthcare sector.

For more information about Amera Solutions and their groundbreaking services, please visit

www.myamera.com or email businessdev@amerasolutions.com.

About Amera Solutions

Amera Solutions is a leading provider of medical transportation services, offering a state-of-the-

art Mobile Application Platform that revolutionizes patient transport. By combining technology

with the expertise of CNA drivers, Amera ensures reliable and compassionate care for patients

nationwide. Amera Solutions is dedicated to improving healthcare access and enhancing patient

experiences through innovative solutions.
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